
on the possibilities of long-term financing, helped the repre- technical assistance agent presented their complaint to the 

sentatives make contact with the credit institution that directors of the credit institutions, but could not obtain an 

could grant the loan, and encouraged the members of the alteration in policy. It appeared that the merchant's scheme 

groups to have confidence in their capacity to work had been successful.  
together and in the honesty of their representatives. As the Nonetheless, the farmers named a commission to present 

transactions for the loans progressed, the role of the tech- their complaint to the Governor and explain why the credit 
nical assistance agents tended to decline in importance, institutions had refused to accept new clients from their 
while that of the representatives increased. community. The commission described the standards for 

One of the groups that perforated a well and began to admitting new members into the groups to the Governor, 
produce higher income crops used the profits for a down showing that only responsible people were accepted. The 

payment on a tractor costing $7,200. The tractor is being Governor immediately summoned the directors of the 

used for preparing the lands of the farmers of the group, institutions and asked them to attend to the farmers' peti

and also for custom work for other farmers in the com- tion.  

munity, to complete payments on the tractor more quickly.  
In a section of the Project area where fruit production is 

important, several groups have begun to use improved tech- Greater Interchange of Experiences 

nology in the management of their orchards. Witt. the Among Farmers 

assistance of a specialist in fruit culture, the farmers have As reported in Chapter 5, visits by groups of farmers to 
obtained improved varieties and transplanted them to other communities in the area were beneficial in many 
carefully prepared land. There is usually one man in the ways. The visitors were able to directly observe the farming 
group, or in the community, who has learned the proper activities of the group sponsoring the interchange. An 
techniques for pruning and grafting and can teach the other informal dialogue between visitors and hosts, with the tech
farmers. nical assistance agent as mediator, helped members of all 

groups exchange ideas and experiences about many farming 

Greater Effectiveness in Solving and nonfarming activities. Farmers often returned home 

Community Problems with new impressions about the possibilities for long-term 
credit for perforating a well, or the establishment of a 

Some credit groups that have functioned for several small-scale dairy enterprise, fattening of pigs, pruning and 

years and have developed relatively strong organizations grafting of fruit trees, etc.  

have been able to solve some of the other problems affect- In 1971, a technical assistance agent in one of the princi
ing the community. The traditional holders of power in the pal towns in the area organized another form of exchange 
communities have come to view these groups as a threat to of ideas among farmers. Farmers who came to town for the 
their position. Local fertilizer dealers fear that the organ- weekly market day were invited. to attend an afternoon 
ized farmers will buy outside the community, or demand meeting, after marketing activities had been completed. On 
that the dealers respect prices fixed by the national fer- these occasions, about 50 farmers (mainly group represent
tilizer agency. atives) assembled for a lecture on a subject of current 

In one community, a local merchant almost went bank- interest to the farmers. The presentation was made by the 
rupt in 1971 when most of the farmers, organized in technical assistance agent or a specialist invited specifically 
groups, began to purchase the recommended fertilizers for the occasion. When the specialists spoke, the technical 
through one of the credit agencies. The following year, the assistance agent introduced the speaker and tried to clarify 
merchant switched from conventional fertilizers to those any parts of the talk which he felt the farmers might not 
recommended by the technical assistance agent in hope of understand. Following the presentation, there was a discus
regaining his clients. Since most of the farmers were organ- sion period with active participation by the farmers. This 
ized, however, few of them purchased fertilizers from the discussion period was essential in providing the participants 
merchant. (According to several representatives, the mer- with new ideas and information to communicate to their 
chant was prone to take advantage of temporary shortages groups on returning to their communities.  
of fertilizers by increasing his prices, sometimes doubling 
the official price.) In retaliation, the merchant began to try FACTORS FAVORING GROUP EFFICIENCY 
to discredit the credit groups. Among other actionshe 
circulated the rumor that some groups were admitting Quality of Leadership 
irresponsible farmers who were unlikely to repay their 
loans. When this rumor reached the credit institutions in Groups that chose a good leader at the outset have 

early 1973, some institutions decided not to accept new consistently maintained good cooperation from their mem

clients in groups from that community. bers and have been able to fulfill all their obligations.  

When the farmers learned of the action of the credit Groups with' good representatives held the largest number 

institutions, however, they solicited the help of the tech- of meetings in 1972. Ordinarily, the representatives of these 

nical assistance agent to find a way to convince the institu- groups sought out the technical assistance agent, or the 

tions to accept new clients. The group representatives and Project coordinator, and requested a talk on a specific 
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